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Welcome to the love issue muffins.
Romance is, apparently, an essential part of your UNSW experience. 30% of married couples meet at university - or "college" as it’s from an American survey. Keep that in mind the next time you’re choosing who to do your group assignment with, or deciding whether to wear your pjs to class and skip that morning shower.

My brother is about to join that statistic, and thinking about his Disney-style love story got me wondering about the best places on campus to find ‘The One’. Everyone’s favourite Casanova Jake would have you believe it’s in your classroom. However, maybe it’s better to cast a wider net and target multiple areas at UNSW as our Love Guru Henry suggests.

Often people say love comes when you’re not looking for it, so why not check out our comps and reviews instead? Or perhaps you’ll fall in love at first sight…. with one of our Vox Poppers. Whatever your strategy is, we wish you luck and love.

I’m going to be super lame and talk to you about my love of Arc (it’s what I do!). My relationship with Arc began one bright summer’s day during first year, when I joined a bunch of clubs and societies and attended the Start of Session party [sound familiar?]...

Why have I stayed with Arc? Because it does so much stuff for students. The people who are a part of Arc are the loveliest folks you’ll ever meet, the services we have are top notch and the best thing about Arc is that everything that goes into Arc goes back into your pockets!

Think of your uni experience as one where Arc can help you have the best time of your life! Whether it’s sharing a jam jar of punch with that boy or girl you met in your tute, meeting the love of your life on a volunteer program, or bonding with someone over your love of Arc freebies – we’re here for you!
Feel the FREEdom.

- Free Visa Debit Card
- $0 monthly account service fee
- Available to full time students and apprentices
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You may have heard her single ‘I Was Young’ on Triple J, or maybe it was her contagiously catchy chorus in Aussie hip-hop icon 360’s hit ‘Boys Like You’. Well folks, the name behind the voice is Helen Croome, but you know her as Gossling.

The softly spoken indie artist was able to spare some time from her hectic schedule to chat to Blitz this week about the release of her upcoming EP ‘Intentional Living’, her experiences at university and what it’s like playing in front of crazed hip-hop fans.

2012 is definitely a year about discovering new territory for Gossling. Due to the amazing success of ‘Boys Like You’, softly-spoken Gossling’s been making appearances at Aussie hip-hop gigs. It’s unfamiliar, but Gossling has snatched at the opportunity with both hands: “When we heard they were looking for a female artist to do the chorus, and later when I heard they’d got in contact with my management, I couldn’t say no! It’s a genre I’ve always enjoyed from afar but never really got into, so now was the perfect time.”

The comparison of crowds is something Gossling may have to get used to, however. “My typical crowd are dead silent and just listen to me sing. The energy at a 360 shows is unreal… the first time I played in front of that type of audience my legs turned into jelly.”

It hasn’t been all fame and success for the Melbourne artist - Gossling struggled at university to find motivation. “At first I was doing psychology; it took me a year of that to realise I didn’t like it. By then I had also realised that I missed music too much… I spent most of my first uni degree in my dorm writing songs.”

On the road performing with her band, 360 and Adam Cohen while also fitting in solo shows can get a bit chaotic, but Gossling promises us “there hasn’t been any bust ups yet”. Keeping everyone happy and in the right frame of mind? Sounds like maybe she has taken something from that Psychology Degree!

Having brought together a new production crew and already having a hefty tour lined up, 2012 is sure to be Gossling’s most successful, as well as her busiest. However fans can anticipate the release of her debut album by early next year. “I’m already working on the songs for it now… it’s hard as an independent artist to get one released though, I think that’s why I’ve had so many EPs.”

‘Intentional Living’ comes out April 20, which she describes as “a bit darker then my previous releases”.

I’m already convinced we can expect to see Gossling at the ARIAs winning Breakthrough Artist of the Year, but for now we’ll just chill out to that soothing melodic voice that might even have you skipping lectures and writing songs too.

“I spent most of my first uni degree in my dorm writing songs.”
Well male or female Casanova, I’m sure they’re aware of the situation too. It’s their eyes you’ve locked with too many times for it to be coincidental, they often do take the seat next to you and, come to think of it, they did already mention that upcoming paired assignment. The fact is they’re not shying away from the attraction, so muster up your inner sex panther and take action before the relationship enters the dreaded friendship zone.

STEP 1. SO IT BEGINS…

So there’s next to no time in tutes or lectures to actually get to know each other, as class discussions lately have been limited to the Industrial Revolution or Week 4’s reading on Korean Marine Life (not necessarily going to sweep them off their feet). Annoyingly you’re getting the vibe that they’re waiting on you to take action, so where’s the perfect place to have some one on one time? The answer lies in one of UNSW’s hidden sanctuaries: The White House. It has all of the fun of the Roundhouse, but with a touch of class and elegance. Order a cocktail and even get frisky with some Jenga as you unravel the puzzle that is your tute crush’s opinion on your fine self.

By the time this rendezvous has come to an end you’ll already know whether to pursue the relationship or let it slide. If the signs are giving you the go ahead, then it’s time commence phase two.

STEP 2. THAT UPCOMING PAIRED ASSIGNMENT…

Your tutor has made it clear that they’ll be deciding who gets to work with whom and this has you worried that your newfound crush could get paired with the hunky French exchange student or the blonde Swedish bombshell - don’t get worked up now. A simple email or quick word after a tutorial explaining that you and your new friend already have an idea in mind will excite your teacher so much that they’ll have to pair you together.

Now that this is arranged, be sure to exploit all your greatest skills that will have your partner thanking the day you were “randomly chosen” to be partnered up - after all, what turns someone on more than a HD and knowing how to work MS Excel?

STEP 3. TOGA! TOGA! TOGA!

By now you’ve flirted at The White House and gone great guns in your assignment - it’s now time for phase three, sealing the deal. I’m talking the Toga Party in Week 6 baby! Which is of course next week, so start taking action now, using acts of solid flirtation which can assist you in knowing their answer to “so, are you going to let me see your bed sheets next week?”

The stars will be aligned on this enchanted evening. With music blaring, drinks flowing, a kick-ass band, dancing galore and reminiscent session stories, it won’t be out of the ordinary or even unexpected for you to tell your now close friend how you feel (cheesy I know, but how is this situation ever not cheesy?). Just remember there’s no backing out now kiddo, you have come too far!

WORST-CASE SCENARIO…

They don’t feel the same way.

You simply say that it was the alcohol speaking and deny everything! But it won’t come to this, as you’re not going to reveal yourself unless you know they feel the same way. Plus, with already having spent enough time together you know very well what’s going on in that head of theirs. Be brave kiddo; no regrets and no shots after 11! And always remember, those who hesitate, masturbate.
Why So Serious?

CONSIDER YOURSELF A BIT OF A JOKER? THEN IT’S TIME TO PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE YOUR MOUTH IS! IT’S APRIL FOOL’S DAY THIS SUNDAY, BUT WE AT BLITZ ARE STARTING EARLY.

Why is it that my favourite holiday has to be ruined because some killjoy decided that April Fool’s Day ends at 12 noon? I’ve always hated this rule, it makes no sense – it’s April Fool’s Day, not April Fool’s Half Day!

So this year I say screw tradition – cause relentless mayhem! Seeing as April 1 falls on a Sunday this year, let’s say we drag the fellow students and teachers.

1. SPEAKING IN TONGUES
I believe it’s a universal rule that having an accent automatically makes you much more attractive. Head down to the Roundhouse and be that charming Englishman or a sexy French Goddess, and watch everyone’s legs to turn to jelly when you speak in your fake foreign tongue.

You might also be able to fall back on a fake accent if you were having too much fun on the weekend to do your readings. You might also be able to fall back on a fake accent if you were having too much fun on the weekend to do your readings.

2. THE PHANTOM BELL
Never mind Pawarotti’s vocals or Jimi Hendrix’s guitar; the best sound ever produced comes from the Roundhouse’s brass bell which signals happy hour. It produces a solid ringing that can awaken even the most sleep deprived uni student. This often causes mayhem as a stampede of thirsty undergrads charge the understaffed bar and leave the tasters in disarray.

This week I say bring your own bell, step up to the plate and ring your little heart out anytime you feel like a cheap drink.

Note: If the bartenders catch on, put on your serious face and pose as an RSA officer – they’ll give you whatever you want.

3. PRETEND TO BE THE LECTURER
It’s 10 minutes past the hour and there’s still no sign of your teacher rocking up. You think to yourself, Hey, I could totally pose as a lecturer! Who are they to tell you that you’re not? Your classmates don’t know what’s going on. The best part is that when the lecturer does arrive, they may even think you’re a guest speaker and let you continue.

Note: Come prepared with a PowerPoint on a USB for extra points.

If you were asked about animals that are threatened in need of protection, which would you say? Most people would say pandas, whales, dolphins, maybe koalas. What about sharks?

The award-winning film Sharkwater introduces people to the lives of sharks, with stunning footage from some of the best sites around the world, and the impact of the shark finning industry on these creatures.

For those who aren’t aware of it, shark finning is a wasteful and brutal industry. When sharks are caught the fins are cut off the animal, and the rest is thrown away, still alive. Each year about 40 million sharks are slaughtered, mostly for their fins. The trade is unsustainable, populations are collapsing and this has a much wider impact on the health of life in the oceans.

Come watch the film and meet the members of The Underwater Club, one of UNSW’s most active clubs. If you’re interested in seeing sharks up close The Underwater Club does regular scuba and free diving trips to grey nurse shark colonies. Have a look at www.underwaterclub.org for more info.

WHAT’S ON UNSW
26TH MAR – 1ST APR

WHEN: Thursday 29 – 7.30pm
WHERE: Upstairs meeting room of the Sam Cracknell Pavilion
PRICE: Free. RSVP to uwrugby@underwaterclub.org

SHARKWATER SCREENING BY THE UNDERWATER CLUB

If you are a fish living in the ocean, you might be excited about the thought of a shark finning industry, but what about humans? For the members of The Underwater Club, the responsible service of alcohol is key.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE
26th Mar – 1St Apr

WHAT’S ON UNSW
26TH MAR – 1ST APR

UNIBAR SPECIAL
WK 5

NOMINATIONS CLOSE
26th Mar – 1St Apr

WHEN: 27-31 March
WHERE: Studio One
PRICE: $5/$8/$10
VERDICT: Sounds like a very important date
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**MON MAR 26**

**NUTS Scavenger Hunt**

Find the most teaspoons on campus for a double pass to the NUTS show. Alice! Bring collected spoons to the Library from 3-5pm to claim your prize, a double pass to see Alice on the library from 3-5pm to claim your prize.

**Blitz the thumbs up**

*Find your way to the NUTS scavenger hunt!* A few clues:

**TUE MAR 27**

**Global Village BBQ**

*12-2pm*

*2B Library Lawn*

**Free**

Roundhouse: Sink 6 like it’s an Italian cruise liner: UNSW Bike Club Workshop

1-2pm

Roundhouse: Geoff CAIPA: We reckon the daughter’s power is limitless creativity: Digital Printing and Design

5-6.30pm

**Blixen**

5-6.30pm

Roundhouse: Find the smartest people you know in random fields and force them to hang out with you for an hour. It could be the start of something amazing. Plus, you know, prizes!

**Uniflicks presents: The Incredibles**

7pm

**Studio One**

**Cost: $5/$8/$10**

**Wed MAR 28**

**Pottery Studio Induction**

12.30pm

**BLZ**

**Blockhouse**

**Cost: FREE FOR ARC MEMBERS**

Teach For Australia UNSW Information Session

1-2pm

Peter Farrell Room, Science Building

Come along to find out more about our unique graduate program!

**Roundhouse Degrees: Acting**

7pm

**Roundhouse**

**Cost: $5/$8/$10**

**Women’s Collective**

1-3pm

**Club Bar**

Uni students take themselves too seriously sometimes. Come chuckle with the UNSW Comedy Society

**Study 4 Improv Workshop**

3-5pm

**8D Studio One**

**FRI MAR 30**

**Underwater Club present: Sharkwater screening**

7pm

**Roundhouse**

**Cost: FREE/$5/$10**

**Sat MAR 31**

**Book Club hosted by The Culture Club**

11am

**The White House**

Discuss Jasper Fforde’s satirical comic crime novel, Shades of Grey over branch.

**Women’s Collective**

1-3pm

**The White House**

Free ticket to check the website for movie listings

**NUTS presents: Alice**

7pm

**Studio One**

**Cost: $5/$8/$10**
SHARK MONTH AT SYDNEY AQUARIUM

No, this is not a month of the Cronulla Sharks running personal tours of the Aquarium every day. It’s part of the massive $10 million refurbishment programme that’s going down at the Sydney Aquarium.

This is so much cooler than any school excursion I ever went on. You can still do all the old-school fun stuff like walking through that Shark Hall and watching the stingrays shuffle in the sand underneath your feet, or trying to resist the temptation to poke the glass between you and a series of scary-ass creatures. However this month, as part of Shark Month, the Sydney Aquarium has also launched a series of shark related events each day.

This means a return of the terrifying glass bottom boat shark feeds over the iconic Great Barrier Reef tank, which are not for the faint-hearted. You can also check out the shark tracking video highlighting footage of Great White Shark migration and Bull Sharks in Sydney Harbour. There are also a bunch of shark infested information sessions being held throughout the day.

Prepare to get wet

WHEN: Indefinitely - dive in anytime
WHERE: Sydney Aquarium
COST: Concession $28 on the door or from $16 when booked online.
VERDICT: If you miss out on a prize take the plunge yourself or we’ll bite your head off.

CHEAP A$$ SYDNEY

FIRST DATE
Make a good impression
@ The Entertainment Quarter
Fox Studios (the Entertainment Quarter sounds lame) has a heap of discounts for poor students this month. You can look classy and generous taking a date to the Dolceto Bar & Grill, just keep it on the low that you can get two meals for the price of one so that you still look like a pimp.

CHEAP DATE
Get some “sexercise”
@ Woolloomooloo/City
Smash a delicious and affordable pie at Harry’s Café de Wheels at Woolloomooloo, then take your date on a nice evening walk through the Botanic Gardens. After all that walking they’ll be too tired to resist you, despite your slimness.

BLIND DATE
Watch out for psychos
@ Surry Hills
You want to be in a crowded place where people can’t see your date turns out to be a freak or kidnapper. Great places to find witnesses and cheap food are the fancy pubs in Surry Hills - you’d be hard pressed to find a main meal over $15 in the future. The Carrington is a little too cool right now, but The Shakespeare and Trinity Bar offer some delicious treats.

FUN DATE
Fancy some mid-week play?
@ Strike Bowling
If you’re free during the week, why not try $5 bowling at Strike when you like them on Facebook? Like Blitz too while you’re at it! Nothing like seeing your prospective lover touching some balls. If things get weird you can always accidentally drop a bowling ball on your date’s foot or fake an injury.

How can you get involved in the 2012 PwC Student Experience Award?

The PwC Student Experience Award recognises students from all degree backgrounds who are achieving excellence in their work while maintaining a balanced life. The winners will receive an all-expenses paid trip to Sydney for the national award ceremony with our Australian CEO. The prize package includes a Sydney Harbour Bridge climb, financial assistance towards the course or cause of your choice and a professional development package designed to assist you with preparing for the workforce, regardless of which career you would like to pursue.

How to apply
Tell us in 200 words or less how you achieve excellence in your work while maintaining a balanced life. The award is open to students from all degree disciplines who have at least one year of study remaining.

Entries will open on Monday 13 February 2012 and close on Sunday 29 April 2012.
Introducing our college spy. He or she may be living at Basser, Baxter or just sleeping in Clancy after the cleaners have been through. It may be that dickhead across the hall or that girl who always leaves hair in the sink. …

**DO:** Realise that a record of everyone you hooked up with while in college - and even some that you didn't - will be recorded for the world to see. That's including your little sister when she comes to college in 2016.

**DON'T:** Miss weekend brunch at the dino. Is the hottie in your bed really worth more than the hangover-curing hash browns and recapping last night's gossip?

**DON'T:** Wear body/face paint if you're planning on hooking up with anyone at uni parties. It becomes very obvious which blue Smurf Basserian and which bronzed Roman Baxterian got a bit too friendly on the dance floor.

**DO:** Remember college walls are thin, and noise travels almost as quickly as gossip.

**DON'T:** Hook up with anyone during conjunctivitis outbreaks. It takes approximately four days for conjunctivitis to spread from mid-campus to lower campus, so best to avoid all members of your preferred gender when there is an outbreak on campus.

The most important rule of all!

**DO:** Remember the ‘three strikes policy’ – hook up with the same person three times, and you're going to have to make it work is done.

**DON'T:** Let them all out of your sight. This is a tactic favoured by the under-confident, especially when the target already has a boyfriend or girlfriend. The secret is to hide under the guise of friendship and spend all of your time with them, researching their likes and dislikes. The real gold comes when they start bitching about their partner. Don't be put off by the friend zone; it's just a phase.

Pray on the weak. They're easy, especially when they think that you feel their pain. It's fine that you don't pick up is all about portraying yourself as something that you're not. Loudly complain about things, such as “these steps go FOREVER!” and they'll come rolling.

Pick a target and don't let them out of your sight. This is a tactic favoured by the under-confident, especially when the target already has a boyfriend or girlfriend. The secret is to hide under the guise of friendship and spend all of your time with them, researching their likes and dislikes. The real gold comes when they start bitching about their partner. Don't be put off by the friend zone; it's just a phase. When they get lonely enough they'll crack, and you'll live moderately happily ever after.

Hit on everybody you see. And I mean everybody – it's all about averages. Just keep on lurking til the numbers fall your way.

Hang out at Tropical Green on-selling their chicken rolls for 2009 prices. The money you lose will be recouped in sexual gratification.

Gaze absentmindedly at someone for 13 weeks but never speak. Eventually they’ll think there’s ‘chemistry’ and start saying things like “there’s a total baby in my tube but we never talk cos he/shes so mysterious.” By the end of semester, they’ll have imagined all kinds of great shit onto your secretly boring character. Mysteriously hand them your number without saying anything and your work is done.

Everybody I’ve ever spoken to has had a crush on somebody at uni. Personally, I like to have one crush per tutorial. But what if, as say a student of Engineering, there are no hotties in your tute? Never fear, there are other places you can go to find love. All are on campus, and all are guaranteed to find you love – or something that vaguely resembles it.

**THE WHITE HOUSE**

Ever notice how ‘ready to go’ you are after exercise? It’s because of all the pheromones and endorphins. And with your flushed face and sweat glistening on your body, you look good too - go get ‘em, you sexy beast.

**GYM**

If you can’t make it to COFA, The White House is the next best thing. Hipsters love Toby’s Estate coffee, so the people there should be cool. It’s also a sunny place with decent music. Highly advantageous when you’re on the prowl.

Love guru Harj Narulla and Rohit Sud would love to be invited to the wedding, so keep us posted on whether hitting any of these hot spots finds you lurve!

**COFA**

Sadly, if you’re reading this in Kensington, COFA is technically not on campus. Jump on the COFA bus; if love is what you’re after, it’s worth the journey.

**THE ROUNDOUSE**

I recommend you for trying your luck at lunch time but your best bet is to wait for a uni party (hint: it’s the Toga Party next week). And depending on how the beer goggles are sitting, your target doesn’t even have to be good looking!

**BIKE STANDS**

Staking out the bike stands is a good alternative to hitting the gym. While they’re struggling to lock their bike up, they can’t run away from you - 60 seconds of conversation guaranteed.
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That said, the honest and open disdain of children and the occasional flashes of misogyne distracts from the plot when you remember that Polanski also co-wrote the film.

**CARNAGE**

It's easy to see what controversial director Roman Polanski was going for with Carnage: A modern day, comedic reinterpretation of A Long Day’s Journey into Night – but mercifully short and succinct.

The whole film takes place in an apartment, where two sets of parents meet to discuss a fight between their sons. Things start off polite and cordial, but degenerate quickly – and that’s where the laughs start.

That said, the honest and open disdain of children and the occasional flashes of misogyne distress from the plot when you remember that Polanski also co-wrote the film. With his history of paedophilia and sexism, the honesty and frustrations of the characters becomes a little too real, and all of a sudden things get really uncomfortable.

If you are a fan of Polanski then Carnage will be right up your ally, if not, you won’t need to bother with this one.

**THE INCREDIBLES**

Animation experts Pixar and DreamWorks went head to head in 2004 with the releases of *The Incredibles* and *Shrek 2* respectively. If we judge this competition by box office revenues then the ogre came out on top, however *Pixar’s* creation was far from a failure.

The film was written and directed by one of *The Simpsons* directors, Brad Bird. It’s set in a world where superheroes have been banished due to lawsuits from rescue victims. Mr and Mrs Incredible, aka Bob and Helen Parr, are attempting to lead normal lives with their three children.

After 15 years of keeping his identity a secret, Mr Incredible cracks. He suits up and accepts a mission to a secret island, only to be caught captive by an old fan. This leads to madness, mayhem and some good family bonding time.

The crime fighting family doesn’t really compare to Toy Story. Up and Finding Flamingo, but The Incredibles definitely packs a punch. What a punch.

**JAMES VINCENT McMORROW**

More music for masturbating yourself to sleep to – and the comparisons to Bon Iver don’t end there.

James Vincent McMorrow, Early in the Morning

More music for masturbating yourself to sleep to – and the comparisons to Bon Iver don’t end there. This guy also retraced a cabin in the wilderness to record his primarily acoustic, richly harmonic debut folk album that “sounds like winter”.

Your mum and your girlfriend will also be right up your ally, if not, you won’t need to bother with this one.

**SHERLOCK**

Sherlock, a three part mini-series, is one of the more recent greats to come from our finefathers at BBC TV. In this modern reconstruction of the original novels by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, we are introduced to the quirkly and excessive nature of the ‘Consulting Detective’, Sherlock Holmes (Benedict Cumberbatch), and his companion, ex-military Doctor John Watson (Martin Freeman).

With only the most basic information, the protagonist is able to deduce the most incredible conclusions in order to solve cases. It’s in the third episode that we are introduced to the Anti-Sherlock, Jim Moriarty, the world’s only ‘Consulting Criminal’, and the fun really begins.

Sherlock’s definitely up there with the best procrastination devices available to the distracted student, especially because there are six episodes out already. As the winner of the 2011 BAFTA Television Award for Best Drama, there’s your evidence that this show is definitely worth checking out!

**DANGEROUS!**

Spectrum, who always serve their rock with an authentic bit of grime, succeeded in delivering another quality local act with the Adelaide boys from Dangerous! paying a visit.

Promoting their album *Teenage Rampage*, which came out late last year, Dangerous! are touring with a solid set of catchy songs and high speed riffs.

These guys are a crazy clash of sounds. At times I thought I was listening to Linkin Park, and then two songs later I felt like I was at a Slipknot concert. Dangerous! tore up the stage and the crowd were going nuts the whole time.

Aside from almost not getting into the venue (because I still look 16 and the door didn’t believe my ID was real) it’s another blog that will compel you to scroll through most of the archive the first time you find it.

**OH YOU PRETTY THINGS**

oypt.tumblr.com

The 21st Century has laid the line between art and porn to rest. Here’s a photo blog to celebrate that end.

Unlike the standard hipster porn sites which were created as an excuse for dudes in wide-rimmed glasses and skinny rolled up jeans to log on and get off while pretending to be avant-garde and sophisticated, this site feels like a more sincere celebration of female beauty. It probably helps that it’s run by a woman.

I wouldn’t recommend Oh You Pretty Things to somebody who’s easily offended, nor would I recommend it to a sex addict. That said, the images you’ll find here are never gratuitous, and there’s artistic merit in just about every one of them. Often they don’t even contain nudity. It’s another blog that will compel you to scroll through most of the archive the first time you find it.

JAMES VINCENT McMORROW

Early in the Morning
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More music for masturbating yourself to sleep to – and the comparisons to Bon Iver don’t end there.
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Sherlock, a three part mini-series, is one of the more recent greats to come from our finefathers at BBC TV. In this modern reconstruction of the original novels by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, we are introduced to the quirkly and excessive nature of the ‘Consulting Detective’, Sherlock Holmes (Benedict Cumberbatch), and his companion, ex-military Doctor John Watson (Martin Freeman).

With only the most basic information, the protagonist is able to deduce the most incredible conclusions in order to solve cases. It’s in the third episode that we are introduced to the Anti-Sherlock, Jim Moriarty, the world’s only ‘Consulting Criminal’, and the fun really begins.

Sherlock’s definitely up there with the best procrastination devices available to the distracted student, especially because there are six episodes out already. As the winner of the 2011 BAFTA Television Award for Best Drama, there’s your evidence that this show is definitely worth checking out!

**DANGEROUS!**

Spectrum, who always serve their rock with an authentic bit of grime, succeeded in delivering another quality local act with the Adelaide boys from Dangerous! paying a visit.

Promoting their album *Teenage Rampage*, which came out late last year, Dangerous! are touring with a solid set of catchy songs and high speed riffs.

These guys are a crazy clash of sounds. At times I thought I was listening to Linkin Park, and then two songs later I felt like I was at a Slipknot concert. Dangerous! tore up the stage and the crowd were going nuts the whole time.

Aside from almost not getting into the venue (because I still look 16 and the door didn’t believe my ID was real) it’s another blog that will compel you to scroll through most of the archive the first time you find it.
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Puzzled?

TRIVIA BY CONTACT

Can I Get a Witness?

When asked how people feel about their profession, lawyers faces will usually drop. The most stereotypically verse lawyer will be reduced to silence, a wringing of the hands and a painful succession of “umms” and “ahhs” – no wonder they’re four times more likely to be depressed than the rest of the population!

But when Blitz chatted with UNSW LawSoc Presidents Will House and Eunice Park, things didn’t seem so bad for them...

So, who gets to join LawSoc?

Will: Anyone who is enrolled as a Law or Juris Doctor student.

How do you think other students see law students?

Eunice: (Followed by long silence) Um... busy? Self-righteous perhaps?

Are they right?

E: Well they’re definitely right about busy-ness.

And self-righteousness?

W: No comment.

Law students are notoriously stressed, but you guys seem fairly relaxed. What’s the secret?

W: Taking a relaxed attitude to life in general. Try not to take things too seriously, even you’re doing something important.

E: It’s all about balance. You gotta be sure to have down time, be it spending time with friends or just taking time to be by yourself.

What are your best tips for pulling all-nighters?

W: Drink lots of Red Bull.

E: Never to find yourself having to pull an all-nighter – I’ve never pulled one and I think it’s been the key to my success!

How’s the social life of a Law student?

W: Great! Like I said, it’s all about balance; you won’t do well without a good social life. Some prefer down time with friends but others, like Eunice, are heavy drinkers.

E: Redact that! No, surprisingly lawyers do like to have a good time – it’s a very social industry.

And what’s it like trying to find love in the Law Faculty?

W: The last two people that I dated were Law students – we’re no longer together.

LawSoc organise a heap of activities during semester aimed at hooking Law students up with great career opportunities – and other Law students. The Law Faculty is also notorious for its very thoughtful funnelling of corporate sponsorship into ample bar tabs for functions, so stop objecting and sign up!

How’s the Law Faculty aimed at hooking Law students up with great career opportunities?

W: LawSoc organise a heap of activities during semester aimed at hooking Law students up with great career opportunities – and other Law students. The Law Faculty is also notorious for its very thoughtful funnelling of corporate sponsorship into ample bar tabs for functions, so stop objecting and sign up!

Then try answering the one about “How many lawyers is it a very social industry. Try not to take things too seriously; even you’re doing something important.”
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W: Great! Like I said, it’s all about balance; you won’t do well without a good social life. Some prefer down time with friends but others, like Eunice, are heavy drinkers.
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And what’s it like trying to find love in the Law Faculty?
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Then try answering the one about “How many lawyers
What’s the best April fools prank you’ve ever witnessed?
I went to an apartment block and pressed all the buttons. All the residents then started speaking to one another.

Ever had a crush on anybody in a tute?
All the time! Once there was a guy who was muscly and a nerd.

If you were to have sex on campus, where would it be?
It would have to be in the observatory looking down on the Quad.

KYLAR
Commerce/Arts

Ever had a crush on anybody in a tute?
I do accounting. No.

If you were to have sex on campus, where would it be?
Among the classics on level ten in the library.

What’s your dream job?
Blitz editor.

STEPH
Psychology

What’s the best April fools prank you’ve ever witnessed?
I told my ex I’d broken down in the middle of the Eastern Distributor and to come and pick me up. Didn’t tell him I was joking until he was already stuck in traffic in the tunnel.

Ever had a crush on anybody in a tute?
Yep, my boyfriend. I stalked him all semester and it worked out splendidly.

If you were to have sex on campus, where would it be?
Library lawn.

SAMI
Arts/Law

What’s the best April fools prank you’ve ever witnessed?
I told my mum I was school captain. Definitely wasn’t.

If you were to have sex on campus, where would it be?
On the pool table in Tropical Green.

What’s your dream job?
Nanny to a rich kid. Who needs money when you’re nannying a rich kid?

NIC
Science

Ever had a crush on anybody in a tute?
Yes! She was at least 45 and she was gorgeous. The subject was archaeology. She had blonde hair, she was stylish and she wore glasses. I wish I knew her name…

If you were to have sex on campus, where would it be?
In the basement of Wallace Wurth.

What’s your dream job?
An astronaut or a fighter pilot. Failing that I’d be the guy who cleans the windows of skyscrapers in the city.

This is one for all you first year Psych students. Dr Carl Jung (Fassbender) becomes increasingly obsessed with his patient Sabina Spielrein (Knightley). In treating Sabrina, Jung employs some of his friend Sigmund Freud’s innovative psychoanalytical techniques and the lines between patient and practitioner, moral and immoral become blurred.

Only at the movies March 29TH
View trailer @ www.ADANGEROUSMETHOD.com.au
Facebook.com/ADANGEROUSMETHODAU
© 2012 Lago Film GmbH Talking Cure Productions Limited RPC Danger Ltd Elbe Film GmbH. All Rights Reserved.

Thanks to Paramount Pictures
Win 1 of 10 Double Passes to A DANGEROUS METHOD
Thanks to Music SA
Win 1 of 5 ‘BUKA’ ALBUMS
In My Skin
Thanks to Music SA & Platinum One Entertainment
Win 1 of 5 RNB SUPERCLUB
10 Year Anniversary Edition CDs

A career-spanning collection of 16 of her finest recordings to date. In My Skin includes tracks performed in Pedro Almodovar’s recent movie The Skin I Love In (the moviemaker is apparently one of her biggest fans) which stars Antonia Banderas and Elena Anaya and which opened to much-acclaim in Australia last month.

Released 30 March

This triple CD compilation is packed with the hottest club hits from the past decade featuring many of the world’s leading R&B stars. It’s got everything from Mariah – Fantasy, to TLC - No Scrubs to more recent hits from Snoop and Jason Derulo.

Album in store now

Thanks to Warner Music
Win 1 of 5 ‘BUIKA’ ALBUMS
IN MY SKIN

WIN 1 OF 10 DOUBLE PASSES TO A DANGEROUS METHOD

WIN 1 OF 5 ‘BUKA’ ALBUMS IN MY SKIN
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FURNACE and the FUNDAMENTALS
Dj KRISTY LEE ANUJUAL

HUMPDAY PROJECT
MATT NUKWOOD
BLAZE TRIPP
YOUR SHOT DJs

THURS 5 APRIL

Toga

MID SESSION
PARTY

FROM 5PM @ THE ROUNDHOUSE
FREE UNTIL 8PM

unswroundhouse.com
Roundhouse supports the responsible service of alcohol. Valid identification is required upon entry.